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During the past three years, the senior author and 
his students have been studying processes of sand 
transport in the surf zone, inner shelf, and submarine 
canyons along the eastern Gulf of Mexico and the 
Pacific Coast. Methods have included the use of fluo
rescent dyed sand, dynamometers, rapid beach profil
ing, SCUBA equipment, and time-lapse photographic 
apparatus. Transport phenomena have been investi
gated to depths of 30 meters. 

It is evident that sands move in the surf zone in 
response to the distribution of kinetic energy and are 
channelized between the breaker line and the swash line 
by energy minima. These minima and intervening 
maxima are exactly matched by textural characteristics 
of the surficial sediments. The uniform average textures 
of all surf zone sediments are a reflection of the presence 
of a compensating system that produces a narrow range 
of drift velocities in spite of the large range of wave 
heights and transported water volumes. Bigger waves 
break farther from shore and move water through larger 
cross sections. Thus the velocities tend to be roughly the 
same as those generated by smaller waves. The absolute 
quantity of sand moved, however, is very much a func
tion of breaker size as is evidenced by profiles of beaches 
from different energy regimes. Surf zone water motion 
is complex and multi-la3'ered. Undertows are strong and 
periodically flow beneath the surface water flow. 

Offshore, beyond the breakers, sediments move in 
ripples, in directions that are determined by bottom 
wave velocity and sediment size. Sediments of different 
size grades move in different directions in any individual 
wave condition. Inman's model of sand motion is docu
mented. In some areas the ripple crest positions are 
essentially fixed while sand motion is going on, much 
after the fashion of standing waves. 
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PlERCEMENT STRUCTURES IN CANADIAN ARCTIC ISLANDS 

The Sverdrup basin in the Queen Elizabeth Islands of 
northern Canada contains many piercement structures 
with exposed cores of gjpsum and anhydrite. Several 
cores are more than 10 square miles in area. Adjacent 
anticlines may have unexposed evaporite cores. The 
basin is about 700 mUes long and 250 miles wide. It is 
filled with more than 40,000 feet of Mesozoic clastic 
deposits underlain by possibly 5,000 feet of Pennsyl-
vanian and Permian sediments including reefoid car
bonates and an evaporite sequence. Salt is not known to 
be associated with these evaporites but its presence is 
suggested by gravity data. 

Piercement structures in the western part of the basin 
are long, domal, and exhibit little or no evidence of 
tangential compression; they are probably salt domes 
resulting from halokinesis or geostatic loading. Ordo-
vician salt is known to exist in the Cornwallis fold belt 
which presumably extends under the basin; it may have 
been involved in the early history of piercement struc
tures in the central part of the basin. 

In the eastern part of the basin some piercement 
structures are large and domal, but most are relatively 
small, elongate, and associated with major faults. These 
appear to have resulted from diapirism initiated by 
tangential forces during the Laramide orogeny. 
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T H E MISSISSIPPI DELTA COMPLEX 

The Mississippi delta complex is one of the largest 
and probably the best known of the world's major delta 
systems. Its subaerial surface—the Mississippi deltaic 
plain—extends from an apex at the mouth of the Mis
sissippi alluvial valley to a base of 200 miles along the 
Louisiana coast. Underlying this plain and the adjacent 
continental shelf and slope is a huge mass of Late 
Quaternary river-mouth deposits which make up the 
deltaic complex. These sediments occupy a seaward 
deepening, trough-like depression in the underlying sur
face that developed contemporaneously with deposition 
and which is localized in the depositional area. Down-
warping of this segment of the continental margin, 
together with the eustatic rise in sea level during Late 
Quaternary time, was sufficient to accommodate the 
great thicknesses of Late Quaternary deposits. These 
deposits reach a known maximum of about 1,000 feet 
under the continental shelf at the seaward hmit of 
control. 

Beneath the deltaic plain and inner shelf, the Late 
Quaternary deposits consist of a thick onlapping se
quence, grading upward from basal fluvial and strand-
plain sands and gravels to deltaic and marine silts and 
clays with local sand lenses. This is overlain by a thinner 
sequence of offlapping deltaic sands, silts, and clays 
exposed on the deltaic plain. The onlapping sequence 
records the eustatic rise of the sea from its last low 
stand while the offlapping sequence represents pro-
gradation after the sea reached its present level some 
3,500 to 4,000 years ago. At that time the Gulf shore 
coincided approximately with the present coastwise 
Pleistocene-Prairie contact and subsequently has been 
advanced far seaward by construction of the deltaic 
plain. In building this plain, the Mississippi River oc
cupied and abandoned two courses and several deltas 
prior to establishing its present course and active delta. 
In order of decreasing age, these are the Teche, St. 
Bernard, LaFourche, Plaquemines, and modern bird-
foot delta. 

Except for the birdfoot delta, which is advancing into 
deep water of the continental slope, each of the deltas 
was built forward onto the shallow inner margin of the 
continental shelf. Sediments delivered to the deltas 
through leveed distributaries were deposited in a variety 
of environments. Most of the sand was laid down in 
distributary-mouth bars of the delta front and in dis
tributary channels as they were abandoned. Silts and 
clays were swept further seaward into the marine pro-
delta zone and, during floods, into swamps, brackish 
marshes, bays, lakes, and channels of interdistributary 
and delta-flank depressions of the deltaic plain. Follow
ing river abandonment of an active delta, subsidence, 
caused principally by compaction, resulted in the en
croachment of peats and organic mucks of the swamp-
and-marsh environments across the delta, leaving only 
the levees exposed. Continued subsidence permitted 
local transgression of these deposits by marine sedi
ments. Regional downwarping and compaction during 
and following delta building have depressed the deposits 
far below original depositional levels and account for 
their great thickness. 
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EXPERIMENTS IN SAMPLING SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Random sampling to insure unbiased estimators of 
population characteristics is both critical and costly to 
achieve; if the internal "structure" of a population is 
defined as its patterned variability, then the sampling 
arrangement may be used to define the structure ob-


